Arcadia Station Mission Stardate 9709.27

Duty Crew:

Commander Swift, Commanding		Kris_AGM
Commander McRae, Executive Officer	Cheryl_AGM
Ensign Parks, Operations			furgerson
Ensign Carson, Tactical				ea_poe
Ensign Will, Science				anthon
Ensign Nick, Engineering			fireallianceNX
Ensign Alexandrea, Medical			trish3



CO_Swift:
<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>
<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::sitting at Ops, monitoring communications, watching power grid::::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::standing at TAC, checking station readiness::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::studies console in station HQ::

CO_Swift:
::striding onto main deck from turbolift::

Sci_Ens_Will:
::stands at Sci study readings::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::glances up at CO and smiles:::

CO_Swift:
McRae:  Report, please.  ::grinning::

CO_Swift:
::nodding at Parks::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::monitoring shields::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::looks up as her relief appears:: Captain:  All is quiet....

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::scowles::

CO_Swift:
McRae:  I like quiet.  ::trying to sound confident::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::considers::  Captain:  Engineering needs some work, but that's usual...........; it's only at 89 percent.

Ops_Ens_Parks:
::::scratches head and studies her console::::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::grins at the captain, and steps aside, manning the second's console::

CO_Swift:
McRae: Please send me a notice on that.  I'll follow up on that.

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Captain:  Done already, and I've alerted the Engineering chief.

CO_Swift:
McRae:  ::nodding::  You're so organized.

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::fingers fly over console, scanning quadrent 234.4::

CO_Swift:
McRae:  We're usually not on the same shift...I kind of like working with you.  Hope we can schedule more shifts like this.

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::thinks Swift should have seen her in quarters, trying to get the kids in line::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
CO:  Twould be my pleasure........

CO_Swift:
<static voice> Space Station Arcadia, come ..............Sp........Arc.......

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::turns head towards OPS::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::picks up on communication and tries to get it clear:::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
CO:  We're receiving a comm.........

Ops_Ens_Parks:
CO: Captain,  I'm getting an incoming transmission.....

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
CO:  I'll have Parks put it on comm.......... if you like

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::pays attention::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
unknown transmission: This is Station Arcadia, your signal is breaking up, do you read me?

Sci_Ens_Will:
::pays attention::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::turns attention to the transmission::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
::::frantically tries to boos the signal so transmission comes in:::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
<boost>

CO_Swift:
<Static Voice>  ................tion Arcada, this.....Federation shuttle Blanth.....help.......drifting.......failure.....

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Science:  Can you detect the source of the transmission?

Ops_Ens_Parks:
::::pushes buttons, makes transmission a bit clearer::::

Sci_Ens_Will:
::scanns for origin of signal::

CO_Swift:
<Static Voice> .....engines.......ife support......ling.....urgent.....lease help....

CMO_Alexandrea:
::hopes there will be no casualties today::

CO_Swift:
Parks, can you get a better signal on that?

Ops_Ens_Parks:
CO:  Trying Captain :::punches more buttons:::

CO_Swift:
Will, can you lock onto that?  Coordinates?

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::looks at captain::  CO:  It would appear a vessel in distress.  I suggest we bring it in, security measures, of course.

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::extends scans 3 light years out::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
Blanth: Can you boost your signal any more?  You're still not coming in clear.....we're trying to get a lock on you now.

CMO_Alexandrea:
::readies medical for incoming::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::finishes up on a 360 degree scan::

Sci_Ens_Will:
::consults readings::

CO_Swift:
McRae:  Make it so.

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
CO:  I'll arrange for the vessel to be beamed to a contained area........

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Nurse Can Do it>: Nurse, make usre everything is prepared in case it is needed.

CO_Swift:
<Blanth>....ife support failing.....arp core brea.....gent....need help....

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
*Engineering and Ops*  Arrange for the vessel to be brought on board......

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::sends Alpha team a stand by message::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
XO: Aye Commander.  ::::contacts containment area personnel::::::

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Nurse Can Do It> Yes maam, everything is ready and waiting :-))

Ops_Ens_Parks:
Blanth: Stand by, we're getting a lock and will beam you to the Station

CMO_Alexandrea:
::turns and looks at Nurse, this kid has some sense of humor::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
*Alpha* report to Docking bay 3

Ops_Ens_Parks:
XO: Docking Bay 3 reports they are ready with the containment field

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Parks:  Bring them in.

CMO_Alexandrea:
::leaves sickbay for the bridge::TL: Bridge

Ops_Ens_Parks:
XO: Aye.  ::::begins transport of shuttle to DB 3::::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
*Sickbay*  I want personnel in the cotainment area.

Ops_Ens_Parks (Sound - transporter.wav):

CMO_Alexandrea:
::arrives on bridge:: CO: Captain, everything is ready in sickbay if needed

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::monitors proceedure::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Science:  What do scans tell us of the craft personnel?

Sci_Ens_Will:
XO:the life signs are shaky but seem to be alright

CO_Swift:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE MATERIALIZES IN DOCKING BAY THREE.

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::arrives at DB3::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::Alpha team stands ready for any trouble or assistance::

CMO_Alexandrea:
OPS: Beam me to shuttle bay 3

Ops_Ens_Parks:
CMO: aye :::::beams doc to SB3:::::

Ops_Ens_Parks (Sound - transporter.wav):

CO_Swift:
::nodding::  Very efficient of you Doctor.  You may check on our visitors now if you wish.

CMO_Alexandrea:
::transports to shuttle bay 3 to see to the visitors injuries::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
XO: the transport is complete, and the doctor has been beamed outside the containment field

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::nods at Science:: I believe medical is on its way

TAC_Ens_Carson:
CO: Alpha team stands ready in Docking bay 3

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Checks in with OPS:: Parks: What is our stats??

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Parks:  Acknowledged.

CMO_Alexandrea:
::arrives in shuttle bay 3::

CO_Swift:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE'S HATCH OPENS AND TWO CREW MEMBERS STUMBLE OUT AND FALL TO THE DECK.

CMO_Alexandrea:
::waiting for containment field to be lowered::

CMO_Alexandrea:
::scanning with medical tricorder::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::checks power allocations::: Nick: everything is fully operational

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
*Eng* Lower containment field around the vessel; then raise it after Alexander enters...........

CMO_Alexandrea:
::is told containment filed has been lowered, runs to the visitors::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::routes through communications that were on standby:::

CMO_Alexandrea:
::scans with tricorder, seems to have respiratory damage::

CO_Swift:
<stumbling crewman>  ::waving the Doctor away::   Virus.....bad breathing....

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::starts investigation the ships records::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Lower containment field and raise it after doc went in::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::downloads logs::

CMO_Alexandrea:
CO: Sir, they seem to have respiratory problems and am picking up some kind of virus infection

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Sickbay>: Need oxygen here on the double

CO_Swift:
*CMO* Make damn sure it doesn't spread.  Can you cure it?

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::monitors containment field for leaks::::

CMO_Alexandrea:
CO: Don't hae enough info now, suggest we beam they to sickbay in a containment field until i can discover the problem

CO_Swift:
CMO: Make it so, Doctor.

CMO_Alexandrea:
<transporter Chief>:Beam the injured to sickbay and reestablish a containment field around them

CO_Swift:
McRae:  Please go to SickBay and keep an eye on our visitors when they get beamed there.  I need a report on this virus situation.

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
CO:  Aye

CMO_Alexandrea:
::heads for TL::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::stands and exits the bridge, headed to sickbay::

CMO_Alexandrea:
TL: Sickbay

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::reallocates power to containment field, thinking we don't want any accidents:::

CO_Swift:
Parks:  Ensign, make sure that containment field holds throughout the transportation.

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::continues to read the ships logs::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::arrives in sickbay, and looks around for doctor::

CMO_Alexandrea:
::exits TL and turns for sickbay::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
CO: Aye sir

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::monitors containment field closely:::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::sees Alexandria enter::  Dr:  Status?

CMO_Alexandrea:
XO: You Beat me here, lets see what this virus is

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Nurse>: What is the scanning bed indicating?

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Alex:  I trust the shuttle crew is in quarantine.

CO_Swift:
Will:  Ensign, please work with the Doctor, and monitor any data that's obtained on the virus.  We need to work this thing out and quickly.

CMO_Alexandrea:
XO: Yes sir, right behind you.

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::turns to console, and reviews data.......::

Sci_Ens_Will:
::heads to TL::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::notices power coupling out in lower deck, notifies engineering::

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Nurse>: It seems to be..... no it can't be..... Doctor, it is being caused by tuberculosis!!!

Sci_Ens_Will:
::gets in TL::and goes to sickbay::

CMO_Alexandrea:
::walks over to read the scanner::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::In DB3 looking at the console::

CO_Swift:
Carson:  Ensign, any information on where these people have been?  If this virus is contagious, we need to start notifying their last stop.

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Alex:  I'd suggest we try this combination of chemicals, in this combination, as an antidote for the virus.

CMO_Alexandrea:
Visitor: Where have you been before you stopped to samle the rocks on this asteroid?

TAC_Ens_Carson:
CO: I have just reviewed the ships logs.  They were a scientific team,  The stopped and took samples from an asteroid before they arrived here.

Sci_Ens_Will:
::arrives in sickbay::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
Nick: Ensign, there's a power coupling out on the lower deck.  Do you want to take care of it or shall I notify a repair crew?

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
::points console readout out to Alex::

CO_Swift:
<Federation Scientist>  ::groaning::  A small asteroid.....::moaning::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
CO: I will attempt to find out more

CMO_Alexandrea:
XO: I don't think this is as serious as we thought, lets try some good old fashioned penicillin.

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
*CO* One of the survivors mumbles, appears to be awakening; I'd suggest we get Tac down here.

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Alex:  You're the doc........

ENG_Ens_Nick:
Ops: Yes Ma'am

TAC_Ens_Carson:
CO: the asteroid was uninhabited and their records show they made no other stops

Ops_Ens_Parks:
::::continues to monitor containment field::::

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Nurse>: Inject these two with 25cc of penicillin

CO_Swift:
*McRae* Report please.  Do we have a cure?

Ops_Ens_Parks:
CO: Captain, DB3 is empty, the docking crew wants to know if they can begin decontamination procedures.

CMO_Alexandrea:
::whats reading on console::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Left DB3 and went to fix the power coupling out on the lower deck.::

CMO_Alexandrea:
::watches::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
*CO*  It would appear so.  We do not yet know the cause.

CMO_Alexandrea:
Nurse>: compare their blood sample with the earlier one

CO_Swift:
*XO*  Thanks.  Keep me informed as you usually do. 

Sci_Ens_Will:
::looks over data::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
CO:  Will do.

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::conitinues to monitor containment field, boosts power to it by 10 %::

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Nurse>: Doctor, it seems to be working, the virus are dying, but the TB needs to be addressec

CO_Swift:
Parks: How's that containment field holding up?

Ops_Ens_Parks:
CO: It's holding....I just boosted power to it by 10%

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Alex:  Have you identified the cause yet?

CMO_Alexandrea:
XO: I think we can remove the containment field and allowed the crew to be released as soon as they are immunized against the TB

CO_Swift:
::nodding::  Keep up the good work Parks.

Ops_Ens_Parks:
CO: errrrr, Captain, did you hear my earlier request?

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::On lower Deck finishing up with the power coupling.::

CMO_Alexandrea:
XO: You want to tell the captain or should I?

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Alex:  Do it, then.  I'll inform the captain.

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Nurse>: Immunize the crew for TB then let them return to duty.

Ops_Ens_Parks:
::::contacts DB3 and tells them to hold off until further orders::::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
*CO* The doctor has determined an immunization; I recommend release of the containment field when immunization is complete

CMO_Alexandrea:
<Nurse>::fine time to tell me, I would hav e done it already:: DOC: Yes maam,::heads to the crew and gives the injestions.

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Finished checking stuff in the Lower deck::

CO_Swift:
*McRae*  Make it so, and please convey my compliments to the good Doctor.

CMO_Alexandrea:
::walks to the crewmen::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::::notes a power drain on the Promenade deck, compensates for it:::::

CMO_Alexandrea:
Visitors: Where was your last port call?

ENG_Ens_Nick:
:::::::Thinks to himself: Off duty!!!!!:::::::

CO_Swift:
<Federation Scientist> Starbase 31....::groaning::

XO_Cmdr_McRae:
Alex:  Complete the injections, and lower the field when you deem it safe.  The captain sends her compliments.........

CO_Swift:
<Federation Scientist>  But we stopped at that asteroid for the rock samples....in our shuttle....

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Left lower deck and went to TL::

CMO_Alexandrea:
Scientist: Was there any sickness there that you noticed?

CO_Swift:
<Federation Scientist>  None....it must be those samples.....

CMO_Alexandrea:
CO: Captain, I suggest that we call SB31 nd see if there has been outbreaks of TB, if not there must be something in the roocks smaples

Ops_Ens_Parks:
Nick: Ensign, there's a power drain on the Promenade deck....it is possibly those Ferengi merchants again...do you want to check out the problem?

ENG_Ens_Nick:
TL: Habitat Ring

ENG_Ens_Nick:
*Parks*: Oh darn it... I'll go ::sigh::

CO_Swift:
*Doctor* Good idea.  Please coordinate your communications with Ensign Parks.

ENG_Ens_Nick:
TL: Promemade

CMO_Alexandrea:
Sci: We need to have all the samples that were brought aboard analyzed STAT

Sci_Ens_Will:
CMO:understood

CMO_Alexandrea:
SCi: Use caution, and keep them i a containment field

Sci_Ens_Will:
CMO:understood

TAC_Ens_Carson:
CO: the ship logs show that they made a stopover at the asteroid for samples and no where else.

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Checks out the power drain on the Promenade deck....::

CMO_Alexandrea:
TAC: Check out the shuttle and wear breathing equipment to protect yourselves

Ops_Ens_Parks:
::::sends memo to XO about Ferengi merchants on Promenade deck::

Sci_Ens_Will:
::exits sickbay and heads to TL::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
*Parks*: I'm done!

TAC_Ens_Carson:
*Sickbay*: Aye, full bio-hazzard gear

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Finished up duty::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
*Nick* Great!  So what was it this time?  Holosuites working overtime again?

Sci_Ens_Will:
::enters TL and heads to SB3::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Runs to TL:: TL: Habitat Ring

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::leaves bridge and heads for special operations::

CMO_Alexandrea:
::breathes a sign of relief::

Sci_Ens_Will:
::enters SB3::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
*Parks*: Ferengi

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::enters and dons full bio gear and grabs a special tricorder::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
:::checks power to containment fields on DB3::::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::heads for shuttle bay 3::

Ops_Ens_Parks:
*Nick* Figures, they just can't stay out of trouble

Ops_Ens_Parks:
*Nick* Enjoy your off duty Ensign!

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::Went to quarters and sleep::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
*Parks*: Thanks

TAC_Ens_Carson:
*Parks* Please lower containment field

Ops_Ens_Parks:
::::monitors communications in DB3::::

CMO_Alexandrea:
TAC: What's happening down there?

TAC_Ens_Carson:
*CMO* stand by

Ops_Ens_Parks:
*Carson* field is lowered!

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::enters::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::scans::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::enters shuttle and scans the interior::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
::woke up and went to replicator::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
::finds a small patch of goo::

ENG_Ens_Nick:
Computer: Tea, earl gray Hot

Ops_Ens_Parks:
::::monitors DB.....boosts power to air filtration systems, reroutes so exhaust is blown into space::::

TAC_Ens_Carson:
:;takes samples::

CO_Swift:
<<<<END MISSION>>>>
<<<<END MISSION>>>>
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